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Duquesne UP, 2002. Pp. 365. U.S. $60.00 cloth.
is collection of essays complements recent scholarship by such cultural
historians as Ralph Houlbrooke and David Cressy in elaborating a more
complicated and nuanced representation of early modern grief than the
summary picture supplied by Lawrence Stone. It also builds on standard
scholarship of literary genres pertaining to grief (most notably G. W. Pigman ’s study on elegy) to identify important adaptations, resistances, and
refinements to tradition and convention in early modern grief-writing. In
scholarship that seeks to relate literature to other elements of culture, one
of the most interesting questions is how and how adequately the artifice
of literature represents and redresses the human experience from which it
derives and to which it is addressed. e best essays in the present volume
make clear attempts to answer this question in the literature of grief.
ree of the best essays discuss female modifications to the generic
tradition. Donna J. Long asserts that the maternal elegy (exemplified by
Mary Carey, Lucy Hastings, Gertrude imelby, and Alice ornton)
should be seen as a mode within the broader genre and one that is shaped
by social pressure to restrain grief over the death of a child. In this mode
traditional elegiac elements of praise and lament are lost or downplayed
and traditional attempts at consolation often fail as the elegist asserts her
special role as mother and seeks poetic means to “recuperate” her sense of
self. Similarly, W. Scott Howard argues that An Collins finds in the elegy’s
traditional progression from private utterance of grief to “a consolation
linking the public recognition of loss with universal principles” a pattern for turning her own personal experience of mourning into a call for
political action. Most notably, her elegy on the civil war (a poem of public
mourning) translates her personal search for redemptive spiritual knowledge into a promise of political reform. Margo Swiss’s essay also makes a
connection between the private experience of one woman’s grief and its
larger social implications. In a complex argument Swiss asserts that Milton
opposes current conventions in depicting Adam’s reasoned but inadequate
response to Eve’s “emotionally intelligent” tears which are an appropriate
response of grief to her dream in Book  of Satan’s temptation. Hers is a
“godly sorrow” that prophetically anticipates the universal grief of the Fall
and ultimately draws Adam into a union of sorrow and redemption. In
their shared grief, Adam and Eve model a “cooperative androgyne” that
reflects the affective androgyny in the Father/Son relationship.
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Phillip McCaffrey effectively uses Freud’s distinction between mourning and melancholy to revisit Andrew Marvell’s problematical depiction of
grief in “e Nymph’s complaining for the death of her faun.” McCaffrey
augments and refines his theoretical framework with reference to Vamik
D. Volkan and Daniel Josephthal’s theory of the “linking object” and his
own elaboration of Heinz Kohut’s “self-object” (which he re-styles as
“Narcissistic Idol”) to explain the Nymph’s inordinate mourning of her
faun as an expression of melancholy that stems from her failure properly
to grieve her sense of loss at her betrayal by the unfaithful Sylvio, who
gave her the faun but spurned her heart. Michael McClintock’s excellent
offering finds in omas Heywood’s Apology for Actors a theory of “affectivity” (a character’s ability to project intense emotion) and the role that
affective spectacle can play in the reformation of an audience by inciting
grief, confession and ultimately reform. He then uses A Woman Killed
with Kindness to exemplify Heywood’s contention that the affective force
of theatrical representations (of grief in this case) reinforces social order,
especially gender roles and familial bonds. Paul Stanwood similarly asserts
that John Donne and Jeremy Taylor are able to provide in “artful discourse”
an edifying channel for their audiences’s grief, but he does not provide so
clear a model of how this artifice works. He shows that Donne followed
the practice of his time in dividing his funeral sermons into two distinct
parts, instruction and eulogy, but that he also was able to integrate these
two functions; however, it was Taylor who perfected this integration of
instruction and grief in his funeral sermon for Lady Frances, Countess of
Carbery, which, says Stanwood, is the apogee of English funeral oratory. In
a similar vein, Paul Parrish provides an assessment of Richard Crashaw’s
varied manner in dealing with grief, dividing his poetry into two main
approaches: poems from the perspective of a male witness, in which the
speaker remains detached from grief; and poems that convey the responses
of female mourners (with whom Crashaw identifies) who use poetry as a
vehicle for expressing a more genuine grief. Crashaw’s great achievement
in the poetic expression of grief is found in his images of female mourners
at Jesus’s death, especially in the Mary poems (“Saint Mary Magdalene
or the Weeper,” “e Teare,” and “Sancta Maria Dolorum”), which Parrish explicates nicely. Like Howard and Long, Fred B. Tromly identifies
resistance to traditional grieving, finding in Shakespeare’s plays a critique
of the consolatory tradition (briefly surveyed at the outset of the essay),
which is marked by platitudes and personal detachment and which, in his
plays, often conceals vicious self-interest. Tromly uses the more obvious
cases of Claudius in Hamlet and the Duke in Measure for Measure to help
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identify faults in Edgar’s conventional comfort of his father in King Lear.
Although Edgar appears to be a genuine comforter in comparison to Lear’s
daughters, who parody Boethius’s Lady Philosophy in Act  Scene , he
falls short in his parallel role to Cordelia, who enacts a shared grief with
her father rather than speaking comfort at a distance.
e rest of the essays are less concerned with larger sociological and
generic issues and settle for explicating their selected authors’ treatment of
the subject of grief. Marjory E. Lange provides a useful survey of common
scholarly knowledge of melancholy, which she enhances somewhat with
references to sixteenth-century English writing on the subject. She then
uses sporadic comparison with Burton in surveying Donne’s handling of
melancholy as a topos. She finds that Donne warns against giving in to
the groundless superstition caused by melancholy and seeks to turn the
reader/congregant’s melancholy into an impetus for active engagement
in spiritual renewal. Robert C. Evans’s essay provides good prosodic,
semantic, and rhetorical analyses of Donne’s elegy on Lady Markham
and Jonson’s “An Elegy on My Muse” (Venetia Digby), but his essay lacks
a clear focus apart from his desire (which he achieves) of proving that the
poems deserve a wider appreciation. e essay ends with a long series
of brief assertions of what these poems confirm in current scholarship
on grief in the early modern period. e late Louis L. Martz, to whose
memory this volume is dedicated, traces Herbert’s handling of human
and divine grief, underscoring the complexities of Herbert’s treatment
before introducing, midway through, the issue of Herbert’s relationship
to Calvinism. While providing excellent readings of individual poems,
Martz’s essay doesn’t provide a clear synthesis of Herbert’s handling of
grief and the role Calvinism plays in it. In an essay on the lesser-known
poet William Hammond, John T. Shawcross observes that transcendence
of grief in an elegiac poem consists not in the denial of true grief but in the
attempt to bring restoration to the grieving in preparation to continue living. To illustrate he introduces and explicates a lovely sequence of poems
by Hammond to his grieving sister.
Swiss and Kent have put together an interesting collection with a judicious balance of essays by senior and junior scholars on both canonical
and non-canonical authors.
Although such a collection as this naturally runs the risk of being diffuse, this tendency is exacerbated by a rambling introduction that surveys
the topic of grief in a haphazard way and provides no clear and coherent
context for the essays that follow. e introduction’s lack of clear synthesis and focus is a deficiency that is more than compensated for by Ralph
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Houlbrooke in the volume’s Afterword. Houlbooke surveys Renaissance
attitudes and approaches toward suffering to provide a context for the
contributions of these various essays toward a better understanding of
grief. After drawing several tentative conclusions from this collective
study, he sets out a number of questions that deserve further investigation before ending with a plea for more cross-disciplinary work between
history and literature. e best essays in this volume attest to the benefit
of such an approach.
Brent Nelson
University of Saskatchewan
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With this collection of excerpted diaries by English speaking women
in Canada before and after Confederation, Kathryn Carter makes an
ambitious contribution to the ongoing project of women’s history in this
country. She writes that “the best history is biography and … reading
the details from lives of individual women can do much to broaden and
challenge our understanding of Canadian history” (). Although I do not
agree with Carter about the necessary connection between biography
and history, which for me still carries with it associations with Georg
Misch and the liberal view of history as a record of exemplary individual
achievement, I do agree with Carter’s decision to present diary writing
as a meeting ground of social conditions and the agency of individual
women who wanted to make writing a part of their daily lives. To this
end, Carter’s collection brings together selections from twenty diaries by
women from the early nineteenth century to , with introductions to
the life and times of each diarist provided by various contributors. Carter’s
decision to include diaries by women who were unknown alongside diaries
by women who are public figures makes the publication of this collection
important because much private writing by less-known women in Canada
is unpublished and relatively inaccessible.
At its strongest, e Small Details of Life shows that “diary writing
matters because it has the potential to trace threads of meaning in the
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